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Derrick Gibson is a true conservative with a belief system that aligns with many New Yorkers.
He is a Republican candidate for New York State Governor- the first to officially announce &

challenge Governor Andrew Cuomo. Gibson has been on the campaign trail for over a year now-
appearing at rallies, events & in the media calling out Governor Cuomo for his tyrannical

behavior & poor response to the pandemic. He was on the front line for President Donald Trump
at all the "Stop the Steal" rallies & an organizer for many anti-Cuomo events during the

lockdown.
 

About Gubernatorial Candidate Derrick Gibson 

Gibson has the support of many groups including Patriot groups, moderate Democrats, city
residents & independent voters. He works hard at signing up unregistered voters in the inner city
as Republican. Many believe that with the right backing, Gibson has the highest chance of any

Republican to be victorious in a blue state.
 
 

A Candidate Who Can Reach the Independent Voter & Democrat

Derrick Gibson believes in putting New Yorkers first & restoring New York to its former greatness.
He is a true Constitutionalist & believes in believes in upholding the Constitutional Rights of all

New Yorkers- that includes religious liberty, free speech, 2nd Amendment rights & medical
freedom. Gibson will fight for small & local business, support law enforcement & reform that

makes sense, will work hard at reforming education & school choice, & will champion fair elections
in the state of New York.

 
 
 

New Yorkers and the Constitution First 

Gibson believes that exceptional morals are the backbone of any political campaign & that must
start with the candidate. He believes that the decline of New York State in unacceptable. He

believes that Political Correctness has been the start of the decline of America & that speaking to
voters freely & transparently is the only way to win this election. Many who support Gibson know

that his status as a political outsider & everyday man will appeal greatly to the people of New
York State, who no longer trust politicians & are looking for someone completely different to vote

for.
 

Gibson is a current resident of Forest Hills in Queens, New York. He rides the train everyday &
comes into contact with real New Yorkers, speaking to them at length about their concerns for the

State.
.
 

An Everyday Man, A Political Outsider 
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Gibson was raised by a strong Christian mother who taught all seven of her children the
difference between right & wrong. Born in NYC, but raised in Georgia, Gibson became well

versed in everything that had to do with survival. He learned how to shoot, fish, hunt, grow a
garden & conduct himself like a gentleman.

 
In high school, Gibson became interested in the industrial arts & auto mechanics. He landed a
scholarship to South Georgia Technology College in Americus, Georgia where he graduated

with a degree in automotive technology. After graduation, he was employed in the automotive
industry where he gained valuable knowledge. He used this experience to become a successful
businessman & open his own auto transmission shops & construction consulting company. One

of the accomplishments Gibson is most proud of is serving in the State Guard in Georgia.
 

Gibson decided to further his education later in life & get his degree in criminal justice. He has
seen both sides of the justice system & agrees that it can be unfair, but he is determined to do

something about it.
 

Growing up a black man in the south with a Christian upbringing & 6 siblings was not easy.
Gibson’s mother had no choice but to run a tight ship & he credits her for the man he has

become today. She brought her children up with morals & exceptional values. Gibson
experienced a very spiritual childhood & attended church regularly. His mother taught her

children the meaning of the word ‘integrity’. Today, Gibson is a proud father who has brought
his five now adult children up the same way that he was raised: the right way.

 
Since childhood, Gibson always paid very close attention to what was going on politically &

how these things affected his life. He observed many things that did not align with his Christian
upbringing & he decided that someday, when the time was right, he would run for office. 

That time is now!
.
 
 
 

A Man of Faith & Family with Old Fashioned Values
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